MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF MEMORIS BALLS
All Memoris balls are crafted in two revolutionary ways. The first way entails new technology in hand stitching, i.e. Internal closing of the seams
while the second way the so-called Hybrid technology, combines hand stitching, machine stitching and gluing. These are innovative ways of ball
production and make the balls several times more durable, reliable and softer than the existing models. In the process of production of some of
our balls we combine a cover and inner layer of Memory foam resulting in a ball of perfect performance, with more predictable and balanced
trajectory and better memory rebound. The seams of all Memoris balls have a special adhesive coating which reduces water uptake to a level
significantly lower than that prescribed by FIFA standards and also protects the seams from dust, mud etc.

Memoris balls are crafted from Cordley, Duksung, Microfiber or other types of
the finest PU synthetic leather.
All our balls are made according to FIFA A (Approved) or FIFA I (Inspected)
standards.
All Memoris balls are 32-panel balls, stitched with a 5-ply twisted polyester
cord or PES (6-ply twisted) for even more tighter and stronger seams.
Depending on the purpose Memoris balls have four and /or more layers of the
lining composed of polyester and cotton bonded which helps that the ball
retains excellent shape, bounce and flight.
Bladder of our Football balls are made of latex or butyl while our Futsal balls
are made of stuffed butyl bladder. The balls have butyl valves for better air
retention with silicone-treated valve for perfect performance.
Silicone-treated valves are also used for smooth insertion of the inflating
needle and for the protection from air loss.
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M1116 MASTER

Weight: 425gr-430gr
Size: 5 (68.8cm-69cm)

M1118 MAGIC
Premium match ball
Cover material: Microfiber PU
(1.8mm) Cordley, Japan
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: Polyester cord
(5-Ply twisted)
Added memory foam
Latex bladder

M1124 FORCE

Weight: 428gr-430gr
Size: 5 (68.5cm-69.3cm)

Premium match ball
Cover material: Techno Microfiber
PU (1.3mm) Duksung, Korean
5 backing layers
Sewing thread: Polyester cord
(5-Ply twisted)
Added memory foam
Latex bladder
Durable, reliable and precise ball Weight: 425gr-433gr

Size: 5 (68.5cm-68.8cm)

M1120 WINNER

M1119 DOMINATE

Weight: 440gr
Size: 5 (68.8cm-69cm)

Weight:425gr-430gr
Size: 5 (68.5cm-69cm)

M1109 FREE KICK

Match ball
Cover material: PU (1.5mm)
Denisty, Korean
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: 100% PES
(6-Ply twisted)
Butyl valve latex bladder
Shine finish

NEW
Premium match ball
Cover material: Ar 211 base
PU (1.2mm) Duksung, Korean
5 backing layers
Sewing thread: Polyester cord
(5-Ply twisted)
Latex bladder
The best ratio between
quality and price

Weight: 429gr-435gr
Size: 5 (68.5cm-69.3cm)

M1123 FUTURE

Weight: 422gr-428gr
Size: 5 (68.5cm-68.7cm)

Premium match ball
Cover material: PU (1.2mm)
5 backing layers
Sewing thread: 100% PES
(6-Ply twisted)
Latex bladder
The best ratio between quality
and price

M1121 RESPECT
Match ball
Cover material: PU (1.5mm)
Duksung, Korean
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: 100% PES
(6-Ply twisted)
Butyl valve latex bladder
Leather finish

NEW

Weight: 425gr-438gr
Size: 5 (68.5cm-69.1cm)

Match ball
Cover material: Techno Microfiber
base PU (1.3mm) Denisty, Korean
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: 100% PES
(6-Ply twisted)
Butyl valve latex bladder
Replica of Magic ball

M1180 DRIBBLER

Premium match ball, Hybrid ball*
Cover material: Ar 211 base
PU (1.2mm) Duksung, Korean
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: Polyester cord
(5-Ply twisted)
Rewind sy bladder
Added memory foam
Weight: 369gr-374gr
Ideal combination of strength,
Size: 4 (64cm-64.4cm)
softness and durability

Match ball
Cover material: Turbo PU (1.2mm)
Turbo, Korean
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: 100% PES
(6-Ply twisted)
Butyl valve latex bladder
Shine finish
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M1216 MASTER

Weight: 430gr-438gr
Size: 62.7cm-63cm

Premium match ball
Cover material: Techno Microfiber
base PU (1.3mm) Duksung,
Korean
Sewing thread: 5-Ply Twisted
polyeser cord
Stuffed butyl bladder
Durable, reliable, fast, precise
and ideal for all types of surfaces Weight: 430gr-435gr
Size: 62.8cm-63cm
Recommend for all surfaces

M1223 MASTER plus

Weight: 421gr-425gr
Size: 62.5cm-63.3cm
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Premium match ball
Cover material: CPU Shine PU
(1.2mm) Duksung, Korean
Sewing thread: Polyester cord
(5-Ply Twisted)
Stuffed latex bladder
Ideal for all types of surfaces
Weight: 412gr-418gr
Size: 62.8cm-63.1cm

M1213 FORCE

M1220 DOMINATE

Weight: 422gr-437gr
Size: 62.7cm-63.2cm

M1279 RESPECT

M1217 THE FIRST

Premium match ball
Cover material: Dura PU (1.3mm)
Denisty, Korean
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: 100% PES
(6-Ply Twisted)
Butyl bladder
One of the best in all tests

NEW

Weight: 415gr-430gr
Size: 62.3cm-62.5cm

M1222 FUTURE

Premium match ball
Cover material: Techno Microfiber
base PU (1.3mm)
Duksung, Korean
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: Polyester cord
(5-Ply Twisted)
Added memory faom
Weight: 430gr
Stuffed butyl bladder

Size: 63.2cm-63.3cm

Premium match ball
Cover material: Techno PU
(1.3mm)
Matt finish, Denisty, Korean
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: 100% PES
(6-Ply Twisted)
Butyl bladder
Replica of Master ball

M1218 WINNER
Premium match ball
Cover material: PU (1.2mm)
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: 100% PES
(6-Ply Twisted)
Stuffed latex bladder
The best ratio between quality
and price

NEW
Premium match ball, Hybrid ball*
Cover material: AR 211
base PU (1.2mm)
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: Polyester cord
(5-Ply Twisted)
Rewind butyl stuffed bladder
Ideal combination of strength,
softness and durability

Weight: 428gr-438gr
Size: 62.3cm-62.5cm

Match ball
Cover material: PU (1.5mm)
shine finish, Taiwan
4 backing layers
Sewing thread: 100% PES
(6-Ply Twisted)
Butyl bladder
Perfect ball for parquet

*Hybrid ball
Hybrid ball is the result of combining hand
stitching, machine stitching and gluing.
Several times more durable, softer and lighter
than the existing models.
The seams of Hybrid balls have a special
adhesive coating which reduces water uptake
and also protects the seams from dust, mud etc.

M1000 Bag for balls

MA102 Net for balls

Circuit shutter keeps the bag closed
Adjustable shoulder straps with
cushioning system

It carries 12 to 15 balls
High quality polyester

Dual carry handles for more
comfortable and easy transport
It carries 12 to 15 balls
Water-resistant and high quality
fabric

MA100 Bladder football

MA101 Butyl bladder futsal

For premium match football balls
It offers excellent contact quality
and air retention

For premium match futsal balls
Filled with foam to limit the
bouncing capability
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MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF MEMORIS SHOES
Memoris shoes are something completely different from everything you have ever seen on the market. Comfort, functionality and design are features of
Memoris shoes and every detail is specially created to give each athlete a unique feeling and keep them protected during the game.
All Memoris shoes are manufactured in China, in factories that have a long tradition, experience, quality and reference list of cooperation with leading
international brands. If one of our models resembles an already existing model you shoud know that this means that the item is manufactured in the same
factory as the brand, but it is not the same item at all. They look similar due to the basic model of the factory, which we upgraded with our improvements and
inventions to improve the shoes and make them better than any of the existing models on the market. Memoris shoes have upper part made from a
combination of High Quality PU, Mesh, Nylon Mesh, Cow suede, Microfiber PU - materials of highest quality, resistant to all external impacts, tearing and
wearing.
Memoris outsole is made of: Phylon rubber, Eva rubber or rubber. Phylon rubber and Eva rubber are highly resistant to pressure and alow a 100% outsole return
to its original position after jumping. Rubber outsole has silicone on the entire insole board beneath the insole providing in this way a new level of comfort for
the foot and a greater elasticity of the shoe.
The most of Memoris shoes have lower part of the outsole specially designed with two improvements, Rotation and K-flex system. Our turf model is the only
shoe for artificial grass that possesses this characteristic. Rotation facilitates movement, allows for rotation under body weight and maximizes the skill of the
athlete. K-flex system is the flexible part of the outsole with a pattern designed for extra speed, better utilization of the energy used for jumping and protection
of the athletes from any potential injuries. All Memoris shoes are twice secured besides the standard gluing procedure, the sole is also stitched. The front part
of the shoe has two additional reinforcements made of a special high quality rubber which not only protects the part of the shoe exposed to the peak pressure
in kicking, but actually improves the kick itself.
Memoris shoes have three different insoles with the same basic features - the insole upper
side is rough and prevents foot sliding while the lower part is ribbed and prevents insole
slipping.
Memoris insole for turf outsole is very special and created by our team. It has a lower part
under the heel which is further protected by silicone that secures the athlete’s heel.
All new Memoris shoes have a new, revolutionary insole consisting of memory foam and
supporting material which enables the insole to follow the motion of the foot. After the foot
is separated from the shoe in a particular movement, the memory foam immediately
recovers its original shape, thus providing the player with a feeling of walking on a soft
carpet. The insole board is processed by California system from special impregnated fabric
and prevents the outsole deformation and fraying. The insole board for shoes with rubber
outsole is twice processed by California system and another layer of silicone special
protection which makes in the same time enhancing the comfort of the shoes.
Some of our new models have a special reinforcement in the part which is most prone to
damaging on profesional player’s shoes. This part of the shoe gets damaged in movements of
sliding and is located on the outside of the shoe on the inner part of the foot. This part is
made of a special cow suede most resilient to tearing and wearing and compatible to the
material beneath it. Some of new models also have a special, resistant type of rubber which
prevents the damaging of eyelets when over-tightening the laces.
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M2000 Master INDOOR

M2001 The first INDOOR

Upper: High quality PU, Mesh
Front part: Two additional reinforcements
made of high quality rubber
Outsole: Phylon Rubber
Rotation; K-flex system
Insole board: California system
Twice secured: Stitched and glued

color: 006

286

Upper: High quality Microfiber PU, Mesh
Front part: Two additional reinforcements
made of high quality rubber
Outsole: Phylon Rubber
Rotation; K-flex system
Insole board: California system
Twice secured: Stitched and glued

color: 130

M2200 Master TURF

M2201 The first TURF

Upper: High quality PU, Mesh
Front part: Two additional reinforcements
made of high quality rubber
Outsole: Rubber; Special Turf rubber
resistant to abrasion, strong and flexible,
comfortable and durable
Rotation
Insole board: California system + Silicone
Twice secured: Stitched and glued

color: 006

107

Upper: High quality Microfiber PU, Mesh
Front part: Two additional reinforcements
made of high quality rubber
Outsole: Rubber; Special Turf rubber
resistant to abrasion, strong and flexible,
comfortable and durable
Rotation
Insole board: California system + Silicone
Twice secured: Stitched and glued

color: 107
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M2002 Dominate

300

NEW

286

M2202 Winner

Upper: High quality PU, Nylon Mesh
Front part: Two additional
reinforcements
made of high quality rubber
Outsole: Eva rubber
Rotation
Insole board: California system
+ Silicone
Completely stitched and glued
Insole: Memory foam combined
with a
supporting material

130

color: 006

color 286
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286

026

color: 300

M2203 Force

130

130

NEW

THIS PRODUCT IS BEING TESTED AT THE MOMENT* M2003 Magic

074

300

Upper: High quality PU, Mesh
Cow suede
Front part: Two additional
reinforcements made of high
quality rubber
Outsole: Rubber; Rotation,
K-flex system
Insole board: California system
+ Silicone
Twice secured: Stitched and glued
Insole: Memory foam combined
with a supporting material
Low-profile shoe - most often
requested by professional players
Special reinforcement located on the
outside of the shoe on the inner part
of the foot

300

color: 026

Upper: High quality Microfiber PU,
Mesh, Cow suede
Front part: Two additional
reinforcements
made of high quality rubber
Outsole: Rubber
Rotation, K-flex system
Insole board: California system
+ Silicone
Twice secured: Stitched and glued
Insole: Memory foam combined with
a supporting material
The eyelets are coated with a special,
resistant type of rubber
Special reinforcement located on the
outside of the shoe on the inner part
of the foot

THIS PRODUCT IS BEING TESTED AT THE MOMENT*
*Changes to the model are possible

286

130

Upper: High quality Microfiber PU,
Mesh, Cow suede
Front part: Two additional
reinforcements
made of high quality rubber
Outsole: Phylon Rubber; Rotation
Insole board: California system
Twice secured: Stitched and glued
Insole: Memory foam combined with
a supporting material
The eyelets are coated with a special,
resistant, type of rubber
Special reinforcement located on the
outside of the shoe on the inner part
of the foot

M1300

Soccer set - jersey short sleeve/shorts

colors: 130

286

021

106

187

M1305 Soccer set - Jersey long sleeve/shorts

289

006

294

colors: 130 286 021

106 187

289

006

294

Micro 100% Polyester, Interlock gsm 120-135 grms Specially created fabric: light, comfortable, ultra-thin and easy maintaining Quik dry; Breathable and light Regular fit
M1310

Soccer set - jersey short sleeves/shorts

MA107A Captain’s bracelet - Senior
MA108A Captain’s bracelet - Junior

colors: 130

074

021

092

286

294

Micro 100% Polyester, Interlock gsm 120-135 grms
Specially created fabric: light, comfortable, ultra-thin, easy maintaining
Quick dry; Breathable and light; Regular fit

colors: blue 286; white 006; red 1086; black 026

Micro 100% Polyester, Interlock gsm 120-135 grms
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M1301 Goalkeeper’s jersey - short sleeve

M1302 Goalkeeper’s jersey - long sleeves

100% Polyester, Interlock gsm 190-210 grms
Breathable fabric allows ventilation
of the athlete’s skin
Specially created fabric: comfortable, light,
ultra-thin, fast-drying and easy maintaining
Strategically reinforced by placing the high
quality sponge in key areas-on the positions
which protects both-upper arm and forearm

100% Polyester, Interlock gsm 190-210 grms
Breathable fabric allows ventilation
of the athlete’s skin
Specially created fabric: comfortable, light,
ultra-thin, fast-drying and easy maintaining

colors:

026

colors:

021

026

021

M1304 Goalkeeper’s pants

M1303 Goalkeeper’s shorts

100% Polyester, Interlock gsm 245-260 grms
Breathable fabric allows ventilation
of the athlete’s skin
Specially created fabric: comfortable, light,
ultra-thin, fast-drying and easy maintaining
Strategically reinforced by placing the high
quality sponge on the positions which
protects hips
colors:
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026

100% Polyester, Interlock gsm 245-260 grms
Breathable fabric allows ventilation
of the athlete’s skin
Specially created fabric: comfortable,
light,ultra-thin, fast-drying
and easy maintaining
Strategically reinforced by placing the high
quality sponge along the surface

021

colors:

026

021

M1306 Polo T-shirt

M1307 Sweatshirt

100% Polyester, Interlock
gsm 190-210 grms
Soft and breathable fabric
Regular fit

100% Polyester, Interlock gsm 130-140 grms
Soft and breathable fabric
Regular fit

colors: 061

289

colors: 289

M1309 Winter jacket

M1308 3/4 Pants for training

100% Polyester, Parachute
High quality, waterproof fabric
Stuffed with a special material, so it
is extremely warm and at the same
time comfortable and light
Storm hood packed in the collar;
Elastic sleeves cuffs
Modern fit

100% Polyester, Interlock gsm 190-210 grms
Perfect fit and breathable comfort

colors: 107

026

187

colors: 026
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M1400 Tracksuit

colors: 289

M1401 Training tracksuit

187

100% Polyester, Trickot gsm 215-235 grms
Durable, resistant and comfortable fabric
Regular fit; Narrow legs with zippers
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colors: 026

100% Polyester, Dhel speedo
Elastic sleeves cuffs and a zipper on the bottom
of the pants

M1402 Rain tracksuit-Windbreaker

colors: 026

100% Polyester, Parachute
Durable, resistant and comfortable fabric
Storm hood packed in the collar
Elastic sleeves cuffs and a zipper on
the bottom of the pants

MA104 Training vest - Senior

MA107 Reversible training vest - Senior

MA105/MA106 Training vest - Junior

colors: 186

100% Polyester gsm 90 grms

115

MA108 Reversible training vest - Junior

NEW

286

Breathable and light

021

Quick dry and keeps comfortable

MA109 Soccer socks

colors: 026 186 289 061 115 021 286

55% Nylon/10% Cotton/10% Polyester/10% Rubber band/15% Spandex
Perfectly balanced five components of fabric for a higher level of durability and comfort
Breathable and light

colors:

385

100% Polyester gsm 90 grms
Quick dry and keeps comfortable
NEW

227

Breathable and light

Reversible

MA103 Soccer socks

colors: 026 186 289 061 115 021 074 155 154 106 092 402

95% Polyeste/5% Spandex
Breathable and light

Mesh parts placed on the ankle, calf and foot
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M1001 Backpack

M1005 Sports backpack

color:

265

026

187

size: 30x13.5x43.5cm
Zip main compartment; Hidden zip valuables pocket; Opening for headphones
Ergonomic shoulder straps lined with mesh padded grip for comfort
Laminated base for durability
Water-resistant and high quality main fabric

M1003 Sports bag

color:
265
187
size: 50x35x50cm
Zip main compartment; Inside zip pocket for valuables; Inside converted collapsible
pocket for shoes. Adjustable shoulder straps with cushioning system; Dual carry handles
for a higher level of comfort and easy transport; Special metal reinforcements on the most
burdened parts; High quality and durable main fabric
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color:

286

186

026

size: 44x35x48cm
Zip main compartment; Two side pockets for shoes; Zip mesh pocket
on front; Hidden pocket for valuables
Adjustable shoulder straps with cushioning system; Carry handles
Water-resistant and high quality main fabric

M1004 Traveling bag

color:

187

size: 69x30x28cm
Zip main compartment; Inside zip pocket for valuables
Adjustable shoulder straps with cushioning system;
Duel carry handles for a higher level of comfort and easy transport
Special metal reinforcements on the most burdenad part
High quality and durable main fabric

ABOUT US
Monopol Ltd. from Nis, Serbia is a producer and owner of the brand Memoris.
Memoris products are manufactured in Pakistan and China, in factories that have a long tradition, experience, quality and a
reference list of cooperation with leading international brands. Our professional design team performs the selection and the
testing of material quality, seeking technical solutions in line with the needs and wishes of top athletes, and constantly consults
with relevant experts in the field of medicine. Most of the materials we used are produced at our request. All our products are tested
and perfected long before the start of the production. We are led by the idea that we can always do better which results in innovations of the production and the products and makes our offer special.
The quality of Memoris brand is based on the quality of the products in use. When it comes to our balls it is the behavior of the ball
during the game, predictable and balanced trajectory, better touch, lower water uptake, and better memory rebound.
As for shoes it is the comfort, lightness, flexibility, safety, kick accuracy and saved energy. Our goal was not the durability of the
products, but thanks to the use of quality materials, it has become an expected result, in many ways better than the existing
products on the market.
We have dedicated special attention to the development of each of our products. Our brand helps athletes to reach their maximum
potential, play better and feel better. We would never launch a product unless we consider it perfect.
Our strategy is based on extremely low prices bacause we only wanted to show what we made.
Therefore, our products are available to everyone.
We managed to join what could not be joined. Our motto is both quality and price.
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